A potential innovative https://ntrs.nasa.gov/search.jsp?R=20020044432 2020-03-02T15:33:20+00:00Z solution for both thesemilitary and public service problems is the development, demonstration, anduse of autonomousrotorcraft UAV for urbanenvironmentmissions.
Personal Transport--
The future mobility requirementsfor the traveling public will dictate the developmentof rotorcraft andother vertical lift aerial vehicles for personal transport. Key to the developmentof a personaltransport vertical lift aerial vehicleis theease, and safety, of flight. Ideally, one would want a vehicle that can/could almostfly by itself, so as to achieve, as a minimum, 'automobile-like' levels of easeof use. Autonomous system technology developed for small autonomous rotary-wing vehicles will enable technology transfer to personal transport vehicles.
PlanetaryScience--
The next few yearspromisea unique convergenceof NASA aeronautics and space programs. NASA planetary science missions are becoming increasingly more sophisticated. This will ultimately culminate, in part, in the development of planetary aerial vehicles. Autonomous vertical lift vehicles hold considerablepotential for supportingplanetaryscienceand explorationmissions (Fig. 1 ).
Fig. 1 -SmallAutonomousRotorcrafl for PlanetaryScienceApplications
PublicService-- Further, there is little information/insight into the rigorous designof thesevery smallvehicles. The closest analog to micro-rotorcraft are hobbyist, or radio-controlled, helicopters. But it is importantto note that small autonomous rotorcraft capabilitieswill needto go well beyond 'hobbyist'or 'industrial' radio-controlled helicopter capabilities. Nonetheless, there perhaps can be some lessons learnedfrom the hobbyistworld that can be applied to small autonomous rotorcrafldevelopment.
Another challenge will be providing adequateonboardresourcesto perform practicalmissions/application(including providing adequate fuel/power to fly reasonable ranges and endurance, adequatepayload fraction for mission package for sensors and downlink telemetry/transmission, high-speed, multiprocessorflight/mission computer architecturescompatiblewith both lowandhigh-levelsof autonomy.
Low-cost manufacturability will be essential to rotary-wing micro air vehicles (a large number of these vehicleswill be requiredascomparedto larger vehicles, and these very small rotorcraft vehicles will essentially be 'disposable'). Minimum man-in-theloop effort is alsoessential for operating and interrogating thesevery small (and potentially large numbersof) rotorcraft vehicles.
Vehicle endurance, particularly for vehicles powered by electricpropulsion,will bea majorissue. Currentstateof the art motorandbattery technology limits electric-powered hobbyisthelicopterslessthana half-hour of flight at best. Endurancelimitations of individual small autonomous rotorcraft can be compensatedfor by using multiple platformsto accomplisha givenmissionin that a constantcycle of vehicles could either be 'recharging' themselves or performing the station keepingmission. As thesevehicles are very small andlow-cost sucha constant re-supply/missionsortiecycle shouldbe viable for even simple missions. One possibility to expedite such a constant re-supply/missionsortie cycle strategy would entail having a 'perch' for the vehicles which would incorporate an induction-plate electrical charger. Another possibility is to have the vehiclesdropto the groundandrecharge via solarcells beforereturning to flight andthe mission.
Powerful market and technological forceswill help influencethe successful development of small autonomous rotorcraftandmicro-rotorcraft. The fastpaced world of consumer electronic/digitalproductsis driving the developmentof new advancedbattery and/or fuel-cell technologies, micromechanical sensors,high-speed, lowpower,distributedmicro-processors, and other miniature electronic components necessary for small autonomous rotorcraft. Finally, there has been a renaissancerecently as to automated reasoning androbotics. NASA research into information technology and intelligent systemsresearch has seen significant increases in the past few years. NASA hasa long-term strategic goal to developed robotic systems ostensibly for space and planetary science missions but with potential broad application -including autonomousrotorcraft. Further, this NASA strategic goal includes studies into distributed robotic 'colonies' with multiple, and heterogeneous groups of, 'agents.' This work is being performed inhouseandthroughNASA sponsorship by industry and academia. All of this work in automatedreasoning,robotics, robotic colonies, and distributed processing will have significant implications for the successful introductionof autonomous rotorcrafl.
Ames Design and Technology Efforts
The Ames: a twin-fuselage, tandem tiltrotor ( Fig. 6a-b An alternate, simpler, coaxial helicopter configuration is being studied by NASA Ames (Fig. 7a-b ). By employing two fully symmetric (but mirrored --with the exception of the rotors --hardware) drive train, control system,androtors a simple, minimum complexity coaxial helicopter configuration has been developed. A full-span(acrossthe rotor disk) cross-brace/spar betweenthe two rotors supports the two independent drive trains. Vehicle yaw control is effected by differential torque between the two drive trains resulting from a differential collective settingfor the two rotors. 
Test Description
To measure the thrust produced by very small rotors in hover, a lever balance system was constructed (Fig. 8) . The force output from the lever systemwas applied by knife edge to a commercial digital scale. Rotor power measurements were made with a wattmeter,anda correctionmethodology was developedto accountfor not only hub taresbut also to measureandapply corrections for the stand drivetrain/motorefficiencies.
Different rotors are to be tested with several different rotor blade solidity values and other blade geometry variations. A brief description of the baselinerotor testedis given in Table 2 and shown in Fig. 9 . Prior to hover testing the blade pitch angles were manuallyset. RPM wasvaried remotely by a radio transmitter. Rotor speedwas measured by a digital tachometer, which was positioned on a swing arm that could move into and out of the rotor wake underneath the rotor so as to triggeroff of the bladetip passage. All rotor performancemeasurementswere made with this tachometer/swing-arm outof therotor wakeflow.
Test safety shielding was sufficiently removed in distance from the rotor to ensure little wall effect on rotor performance. All safety shielding was testedto ensure that any flying debris would not harm personnel in the test area.
Fig 8 -Hover Test Stand
In order to raise the rotor out of ground effect, the rotor was mounted on top a long slender support strut. Minimum wake blockage results from the compact stand design. Weights were added to both sides of the lever/balance system to both minimize the digital scale zerooffset as well as creating a large moment of inertia in the system to minimize large unsteady rotor/wake oscillations during testing. 
Experimental Results
Results from rotor bat tests were used to calculate a motor efficiency factor (Fig.   10 ). Measured motor efficiencies ranged from 0.12 to 0.38. A nominal factor of 0.285 was selected to multiply to the motor input power data to yield an estimate of rotor-shaft power. This approachfor deriving rotor-shaft was quitesuccessful for the testingof microrotorcraft-classrotors. The final paper will report on hover test results for other micro-rotorcraft-class rotors as well.
In particular, the influence of parametric rotor geometry changes on rotor performance will be closely examined (Fig. 15 ). As a consequence,the results of the final paper will hopefully inspire follow-on work to fully realize the potential benefits of micro-rotorcraft and small autonomous rotary-wingvehiclesfor our society.
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